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Friday, April 24: 

Session #1:  "Reset"                                                       
 

Saturday, April 25: 

Session #2:  “Sabotaging our Future: Desires & Expectations” 
   
Session #3  Break Out 

1.  “Girl Talk” - Pastor Susan    
2. “Guy Talk”- Pastor Tony                   

 

Sunday, April 26: 

Session #4:  "Building for the Nightlife"                                          
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 (article by Carolyn MacInnes – focusonthefamily.com) 

 

You know those newlyweds who sip iced lattes in the spa outside their five-bedroom Tudor while 

planning their next trip to Italy?  Neither do I.  Most people I know started out eating mac and cheese in 

a cramped apartment while sorting stacks of bills. 

 

Weren't your first years of marriage supposed to be magical? Weren't you supposed to take weekend 

getaways, buy spontaneous gifts and paint the town? So why does it seem that every dime is paying off 

the past or accruing for the future? Enjoying the "just married" moments and still saving money is 

challenging — but you can live well when you prioritize your spending based on the three C's of 

financial contentment: 

 

Choose what matters most. 

If you can't have it all, discover the most important aspects of your activities. What's the best thing 

about going to the movies? If you think it's the atmosphere, attend an earlier (cheaper) show. If it's 

discussing films with friends, rent one at home and invite the gang. Figure out what brings you the 

greatest enjoyment. Then look for ways to have fun without breaking the bank. 

 

Cherish what you have. 

When the Joneses are buying hot tubs and big screen TVs, it's tempting to pull out the credit card and 

keep in step. It's the American way, right? How quickly we forget to thank God for the simplest things. 

Even hot showers, comfortable homes and cupboards full of food represent luxury to people in most 

other nations. Challenge yourself to take your eyes off of your neighbor's toys and to reflect upon 

everyday blessings. 

 

Commit to God what's His. 

God commanded the Israelites in the Old Testament to give Him the first 10 percent of everything they 

harvested. This showed they trusted Him to provide the rest. New Testament writers don't play with 

percentages; they remind us that all we have is God's. The lessons: Give generously and spend wisely. 

When we invest our time and money in Him, we reveal our hearts. And if you think faithful giving only 
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leads to eternal rewards, talk to someone who consistently offers his "first fruits." He can probably 

amaze you with stories about God's abundant provision here on earth. 

 

Live better — and smarter — by incorporating the three C's of financial contentment. Here are 20 

money-saving tips to get you going. 

 

1. Dig discount stores. Save big bucks, even on name-brand items. 

2. Play the host. Forget going out. Cook for your friends or plan a potluck party. 

3. Keep the change. Empty your coins into a change jar; you'll be surprised when you count them 

in a year. 

4. Buy and sell used items online. Books, music and videos are often sold in great condition. 

(Bonus tip: Read about the seller's track record before you buy!) Take care of your items and 

sell them back when you're done. 

5. Buy a sprucer-upper. While not everyone can restore a turn-of-the-century home, it's easy to 

find a house with ugly paint and carpet. One couple invested a few thousand dollars into 

renovations and upped the value of their place by $35,000. 

6. Rent movies. A movie night at home runs you a fourth of the price of two theater tickets. Older 

flicks are often cheaper than new releases – and may contain less questionable content. (Bonus 

tip: Don't let late fees drain your savings!) 

7. Curtail Cable. Three hundred channels and nothing on? Save yourself $300 to 400 a year by 

simply "cutting the cord." 

8. Purchase a pre-owned car. A reliable used car with low mileage costs thousands less than a 

new one; insurance costs less too. 

9. Work out wisely. Forgo gym fees. Buy a $10 exercise video, purchase used equipment or get a 

walking buddy. 

10. Accelerate your equity. With mortgage accelerator plans, you make half a house payment every 

two weeks rather than a whole payment once a month. You'll build equity faster, save tens of 

thousands of dollars and pay off your mortgage years ahead of schedule. 

11. Split a meal. Many restaurants pile on the food. Save by sharing, or making a second meal from 

your leftovers. Note: Even if you split your dinner, leave a gracious tip. The waiter served you 

both. 

12. Scrutinize sales. If you've collected closets and cupboards full of wrong-sized, wrong-colored, 

wrong-flavored items you'll never use, you've wasted money, not saved it. Shop carefully: a 

"sale" isn't always a "good deal." 

13. Use credit card caution. Keep one credit card and pay it off monthly. You'll save on interest fees 

and avoid buying things you can't afford. 
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14. Limit the liquor. Moral considerations aside, alcohol is expensive. And in some states, insurance 

rates can skyrocket based on a person's alcohol intake. 

15. Send yourself packing. Why spend $6 a day for lunch? Bring leftovers or a sandwich for next to 

nothing! 

16. Consider the lattes. Do the math: 260 (weekdays a year) x $3.25 for a specialty coffee drink = 

$845. Instead, set up a coffee pot at work and have coworkers chip in for beans. 

17. Love your list. Clever in-store advertising begs you to impulse buy. Your only hope is to 

remember what you came for. (Bonus tip: Don't shop for groceries when you're hungry!) 

18. Ponder prescriptions. Buy the generic brand of your medication. Even better, purchase 

prescriptions by mail. You'll get several months' worth at once and save on co-pays. 

19. Care for your car. Paying too much for gas and repairs? Experts provide fuel-efficient driving 

and maintenance tips at www.fueleconomy.gov*, 

http://www.epa.gov/greenvehicles/you/saving.htm* and 

http://www.ftc.gov/bcp/edu/pubs/consumer/alerts/alt064.shtm*. 

20. Do-it-yourself. Save hundreds of dollars on your home by learning to landscape, redecorate or 

remodel. 

 

It's great to dream about the future — and wise to plan for it — with the one you love. But 

ultimately, your level of financial contentment as a newlywed depends on your mindset. French 

poet John Petit-Senn summarized it this way: "Not what we have, but what we enjoy, constitutes 

our abundance." 
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 (Article by Mitch Temple – focusonthefamily.com) 
 

 

10 principles of success I have learned from working with  

and observing hundreds of couples: 

 

1. Happiness is not the most important thing. Everyone wants to be happy, but happiness will come 

and go. Successful couples learn to intentionally do things that will bring happiness back when life 

pulls it away. 

 

2. Couples discover the value in just showing up. When things get tough and couples don't know what 

to do, they need to hang in there and be there for their spouse. Time has a way of helping couples 

work things out by providing opportunities to reduce stress and overcome challenges. 
 

 

3. If you do what you always do, you will get same result. Wise couples have learned that you have to 

approach problems differently to get different results. Often, minor changes in approach, attitude 

and actions make the biggest difference in marriage. 

 

4. Your attitude does matter. Changing behavior is important, but so is changing attitudes. Bad 

attitudes often drive bad feelings and actions. 
 

 

5. Change your mind, change your marriage. How couples think and what they believe about their 

spouse affects how they perceive the other. What they expect and how they treat their spouse 

matters greatly. 

 

6. The grass is greenest where you water it. Successful couples have learned to resist the grass is 

greener myth – i.e. someone else will make me happy. They have learned to put their energy into 

making themselves and their marriage better. 
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7. You can change your marriage by changing yourself. Veteran couples have learned that trying to 

change their spouse is like trying to push a rope – almost impossible. Often, the only person we can 

change in our marriage is ourselves. 

 

8. Love is a verb, not just a feeling. Everyday life wears away the "feel good side of marriage." 

Feelings, like happiness, will fluctuate. But, real love is based on a couple's vows of commitment: 

"For better or for worse" – when it feels good and when it doesn't. 
 

 

9. Marriage is often about fighting the battle between your ears. Successful couples have learned to 

resist holding grudges, bringing up the past and remembering that they married an imperfect person 

– and so did their spouse. 

 

10. A crisis doesn't mean the marriage is over. Crises are like storms: loud, scary and dangerous. But 

to get through a storm you have to keep driving. A crisis can be a new beginning. It's out of pain 

that great people and marriages are produced." 
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 (Article by Jim Burns - HomeWord) 

 

Making your spouse feel special and a priority among your many relationships is an important and 

intentional choice that takes work. Yet, this is a most important work that will serve to keep your family 

healthy and stable. 

Maintaining the “Magic” in Marriage Keep saying “I love you.”  

These three little words are very powerful! Few people, if any, tire of hearing that they are loved. When 

you say ―I love you‖ do your best to be giving your spouse your full attention. Make sure you mean it 

when you say it!! 

Provide genuine, meaningful affirmations regularly. ―Gee, your hair smells terrific‖ may be 

appropriate, but affirmations like ―You do so much to keep our family working. I can never thank you 

enough for all you do‖ are more powerful and meaningful for making your spouse feel special. 

Affirmations come in all shapes and sizes: from verbal affirmations given in-person, to voicemail or e-

mail messages to notes and cards. 

Create and maintain a regular, non-negotiable date night – just for you and your spouse. (By the 

way, this means time away from the kids – and other friends.) Relationships need one-on-one 

nourishment to stay healthy. A regular date night can provide the quality and quantity of time needed to 

keep your relationship with your spouse strong. 

Take a vacation together. Same idea as the regular date night noted above. A vacation with your 

spouse will provide you with more time to focus on one another and will give you opportunities to 

rekindle the romance in your life! 

Give your spouse veto-power over your schedule. This empowers your spouse and sends a 

message that they are special. It acknowledges the fact that your spouse is a partner with you in life – 

not just another person making demands on your time. 
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Work together to learn more about marriage. Go to marriage retreats or conferences. Read books 

on marriage together and discuss what you’ve read. You are never too old – or have been married too 

long – to work on improving your marriage. 

Buy your spouse flowers or gifts. Gifts don’t have to be extravagant, but should be simple reminders 

of how special your spouse is to you. Keep these gifts personal, rather than practical! 

Surprise your spouse. For example, kidnap your spouse from work and do something you know they 

would enjoy. (Be sure to check with your spouse’s boss – if they have one!) Give gifts or flowers at 

totally unexpected times. 

If you travel, try to communicate with your spouse everyday while you are away. Phone calls are 

best, followed by voicemails and e-mails. If you want to keep your spouse feeling special, don’t make 

comments like ―This is the best time I’ve ever had in my life‖ even if it is. ―I really miss you‖ works much 

better! 

Creative Dating Ideas for Married Couples 

 Go for a walk 

 Work on a jigsaw puzzle 

 Play a board game 

 Play ―hide and seek‖ 

 Cook together 

 Have an overnight campout in your yard 

 Participate in community service or mission 

 Get some exercise 

 Find some quiet space and listen to music 

 Learn a new hobby together 

 Fly kites 

 Write poems and read to each other 
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1.     Plan a trilogy movie marathon.   

2.     Create a playlist of some of your favorite music, and dance to it under the stars. 

3.     Draw each other’s portraits…wait for it…with your non-dominant hand!  Laugh at the results.    
        Then frame them! 

4.     Sit down together and write postcards to some of your favorite people. 

5.   Go kayaking together.  For extra fun working on teamwork, double-kayak!   
    (Pssst!  N.Y.C. has FREE kayaking.) 

6.   Visit a pet store and play with the puppies and kittens!  (Beware, you might bring one home.) 

7.   Food Crawl: enjoy an appetizer at one place, the main course at another, and the dessert  
        at a third place! 

8.    Don your favorite 80s outfits, and hit the roller rink! 

9.      Write a list of 101 things you two are thankful for. 

10. YouTube video marathon; share some of your favorites with each other. 

11. Hit up the bowling alley…lowest score wins!  

12. Create a marriage bucket list together, and set a date for your first item. 

13. DIY Duo: scour Pinterest for a project you’re both excited to work on.  Then, execute! 

14. Go to a local orchard or farm and load up some bushels of fruit to bring home! 

15. Visit a coffee shop together for some conversation over hot drinks.   
         (One of my favorite things in the world!) 

16. Visit a ―paint-your-own-pottery‖ place and create something for each other. 

17. Enjoy some wine and cheese together as you watch the sunset.  

18. Get up early to watch the sunrise; then, make a hot breakfast together and eat it in bed. 

19. Attend a poetry or book reading together.  (Check what your local Barnes & Noble has to offer.) 

20. Take a trip to the park and draw up blueprints of your dream home together! 

21. Go to a Karaoke bar.  Be brave and sing a duet together. 

22. Make homemade pizzas with wild toppings. 

23. Build a fire in the firepit (or fireplace), and roast s’mores.  

24. Read aloud to each other from one of your favorite books. 

http://www.downtownboathouse.org/free-kayaking/
http://www.thinkingcloset.com/2012/12/01/10-heartwarming-videos-kids-edition/
https://www.pinterest.com/thinkingcloset
http://www.barnesandnoble.com/
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25. Take a free factory tour. 

26. Put on your bathing suits and have a water balloon fight.  Why not? 

27. Prepare and enjoy a special fondue dinner together…followed by fondue dessert! 

28. Tackle a volunteer project together through your local church, community center,  
         or an organization like Habitat for Humanity. 

29. Game Night!  Enjoy a tourney with some of your favorite board games.  

30. Create an audio recording of you each interviewing each other, a la Story Corps. 

31. Take a fitness or exercise class together. 

32. Bust out a deck of cards and play a game!  Poker, Go Fish…you get the picture. 

33. Go Geo-Caching!  (What’s Geo-Caching?  Find out HERE.) 

34. Sign up for a walk, run, or bike race together.  Enjoy several ―date days‖ preparing  
         for the big day!  

35. In the autumn, carve pumpkins together!  Save the seeds to salt and bake. 

36. Journey through a corn-maze together. 

37. Create a couples Halloween costume together! 

38. Fresh snowfall?  Go sledding; then, sip hot cocoa together by the fire. 

39. Another fun ―snow date‖ is to build a snowman and snow-woman. 

40. Pick out a live tree and decorate it for Christmas.  

41. Around the holidays, drive around and look at lights while playing Christmas music in the car. 

42. Visit the dollar store together, and put together two shoeboxes full of goodies  
         for Operation Christmas Child. 

43. *Start the day off right with a bike ride and brunch.  Research your local bike trails HERE. 

44. Play the Game ―Two Truths and a Lie!‖ to get to know each other better…no matter  
         how long you’ve been together. 

45. Go camping!  Borrow equipment from a friend if you don’t have your own, roast hot dogs  
         over a fire for dinner, and completely unplug from technology.  Even if it just for a night.   
         Even if in your own backyard! 

46. Hop in the car together and hit the open road for a memorable day trip.    

47. Visit your local frozen yogurt spot, and go topping crazy. 

48. Childhood movie night!  Watch each of your favorite childhood movies while snacking on popcorn. 

49. Mini-golf never gets old.  Especially Glow-Golf. 

50. Recreate a memorable meal together from a special event or past anniversary. 

51. Go to a thrift store together, set a budget, and choose outfits for each other! 

52. Get up early on a Saturday and hit the garage sales together early for some new finds!  

http://www.habitat.org/
http://nationaldayoflistening.org/downloads/DIY-Instruction-Guide.pdf
http://www.geocaching.com/guide/default.aspx
http://www.thinkingcloset.com/2012/10/31/20-punny-halloween-costume-ideas/
http://www.samaritanspurse.org/what-we-do/operation-christmas-child/
http://www.trails.com/
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53. Create your own slip n’ slide in the backyard. 

54. Take an evening stroll together around your neighborhood and dream about your future. 

55. Choose a new TV series to dive into together!  Watch way more episodes in a row  
         than you probably should. 

56. Create a mall scavenger hunt for yourselves. 

57. Create an ice cream sundae bar at home for kicks. 

58. Go to the nearest jungle-gym and swing on the swings like you did in days of old.   
         It’ll keep you young.   

59. Spa Night!  Give each other massages and exfoliate with face masques. 

60. Research and then visit some of your town’s historic sites! 

61. Play ―Remember when…‖ as you recollect some of your favorite memories together.   
         Jot them down, so you remember them for always. 

62. Create a map of all the places you’ve been together.  And then write a wish list of all the places 
         you still want to visit. 

63. Pack a picnic dinner and enjoy an outdoor movie…even if it’s on a laptop in your backyard!  

64. Make a time capsule, and bury it with plans to dig it up in 10 years. 

65. Watch the first movie you saw together for nostalgia’s sake. 

66. Choose a meal you’ve never made before, go on a grocery run, and then cook dinner together 
         back at home. 

67. Ask a friend to do a special photo shoot of the two of you!  Capture a moment in time. 

68. Create a timeline for the next 10 years….and sketch out what you guess it will look like! 

69. Visit your local library or bookstore together, find some good books, and then cozy up in a corner 
         reading side by side. 

70. Have a cookie bake-off! 

71. Dye eggs together.  (This is one of Mark’s favorite dates, actually.)  

72. Go paddle-boating. 

73. Go for an evening swim at your local pool or gym pool. 

74. Browse Craigslist together for some amazing local deals. 

75. Pick up some water-guns at your local toy store, and have a water-gun fight!   
         You can even invite neighborhood friends in on the date. 

76. Toss around a frisbee in the backyard. 

77. Research inexpensive ways to enjoy your city.  For any Orlando-ians out there,  
         we’ve got Disney Boardwalk, Harry P. Leu Gardens, and The Lake Eola fountain show to name  
         a few.  
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78. Support the arts!  Get dolled up for a night of live theatre.   
         (You can often get discounts to see dress rehearsals, matinees, or rush tickets the day of!) 

79. 10 Things I Love About You: set a timer for 10 minutes and each write a list of 10 things you love 
         about the other person…then read them to each other.  Prepare for plenty of ―Awwww‖ moments. 

80. Attend a local sports game. 

81. Explore a state park by car, by foot, or by canoe.   

82. Stroll through a farmer’s market together.  Buy fresh ingredients for your next few meals. 

83. Visit the zoo, petting farm, or aquarium on discount / free days! 

84. Fun in the sun: hang out at the beach or the harbor or the lake together for the day. 

85. Teach each other a new hobby. 

86. Watch old home movies together. 

87. Create your own photobooth and take goofy photos together!  

88. Build a fort out of blankets in the living room, and cuddle up to watch a romantic movie together. 

89. Learn a new sport together!  Croquet, badminton, tennis…heck, you can event invent a sport 
         together. 

90. Take a class together: dancing, painting, cooking…. 

91. Go to an arcade! 

92. Get a Groupon for a special night out on the town together.  You can usually nab some pretty  
         sweet deals! 

93. Visit your local science center, planetarium, conservatory, or botanical gardens. 

94. Go to a community hall and play BINGO. 

95. On a windy day, fly a kite together at the park.   

96. Get in the car and just drive to get lost.  It’ll be an adventure!   
         (Just make sure you have plenty of gas, so it doesn’t turn into a misadventure.) 

97. Plan out a dream trip for one of your upcoming anniversaries. 

98. Visit a local festival together.  Many of them are free!  Just check out your town’s website  
         for their calendar of events. 

99. Bring your own lawn chairs for an evening of outdoor theatre or music. 

100. Spend a night looking through old memorabilia: love letters, photographs…. 

101. Write letters to each other that you’ll open 20 years from now. 

http://www.thinkingcloset.com/2013/10/21/tattooing-my-nieces-and-nephews-a-silhouette-tutorial/
http://www.thinkingcloset.com/2013/10/29/d-i-y-photo-booth-backdrop-for-10/
http://www.thinkingcloset.com/2013/02/06/top-ten-romantic-movies-of-all-time/
http://www.groupon.com/app/subscriptions/new_zip?
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 (Article by First Things First – firstthings.org) 
 

If you are a person of faith you probably believe that prayer impacts your marriage, but can you prove 

it?  While scientists have been known to keep their distance from religion and spirituality, a group of 

researchers recently set out to determine whether prayer does indeed make a difference in a marriage 

relationship. 

 

What we know based on research is this: more than 90 percent of Americans experience marriage by 

age 55 and ninety percent of Americans say they pray at least occasionally.  A whopping three-quarters 

of them say they pray at least weekly.  

      

Dr. Frank Fincham, Eminent Scholar and Director of the FSU Family Institute, wondered about the 

impact of prayer on marriage.  

 

―We recruited people to participate in a four-week study where they were randomly assigned to either 

pray for their partner, engage in general prayer or set aside time to think about the positive things in life 

and about their partner,‖ said Dr. Fincham.  ―Twice a week they were asked to record online what they 

had done.‖ 

 

Fincham’s research showed that those who prayed for their partner showed a greater willingness to 

forgive their partner for a transgression, and other surveys of couples married 25 years or longer found 

that forgiveness was one of the top three most important characteristics of their relationship that 

allowed them to stay married.  

As Robert Quillan once said, ―A happy marriage is a union of two good forgivers.‖  

 

―Based on our research, prayer clearly impacts marriage relationships in a positive way,‖ said Dr. 

Fincham.  ―Our next question was whether or not prayer can protect a marriage partner from risk 

factors?  Specifically, does talking to God make college students less inclined to drink?‖ 

 

To answer this question, researchers took a group of college students and randomly assigned them to 

either keep a daily journal or pray for their partners.  For those students who prayed for their partners, 

alcohol consumption was reduced by 50 percent.  Lest you wonder if this was a one-time outcome, the 

study has been replicated. 

 

―This is an important finding because alcohol is associated with bad things in relationships such as 

intimate partner violence and unfaithfulness,‖ said Dr. Fincham.  ―We even found that college students 

who were in committed dating relationships who prayed for their partner saw a decrease in infidelity.  

But what about marriage?‖ It is basically inevitable that conflict will occur when two people come 
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together in marriage.  Initially, the couple is focused on shared goals such as – building a life together, 

but as time goes by those goals may fall to the wayside as individual opportunities arise for each 

person.  This creates stress on the relationship. 

 

Focusing on being grateful is one way to relieve that stress, and studies similar to Fincham’s have 

shown that prayer increases gratitude.  Being more grateful in life is associated with better mental 

health and better mental health is associated with better relationships. 

 

―Our research shows that praying for your partner can bring you back to the common goals,‖ said Dr. 

Fincham.  ―When people pray, they become one with their spouse.  A subtle shift occurs.  Praying 

regulates your emotion and it never leads to anger.  Knee-mail is social support available 24/7.  We 

know that couples who have access to social support tend to negotiate their relationship affairs better 

than anyone else.‖ 

 

Incorporating prayer for your spouse into your life can be done in small steps.  Start by taking a few 

minutes to focus on the things you like about your spouse, ask for help in relating to him or her, and be 

specific about what you would like to see happen in your relationship.  Be willing to forgive and to 

realize your need for forgiveness.  Try praying together and watch what happens in response.  You just 

might be surprised. 
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